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Marquette University hosted the 39th Annual Celebrate the Return on November 2nd. The
evening was filled with powerful testimonies and performances. In every facet of the
evening, attendees could see the positive impacts people returning from incarceration were
making. From the cover of banquet booklet (pictured left) which was conceived and drawn
by Andre Jones who is currently incarcerated at Waupun Correctional Institution to silent
auction donations like a bird bath, chimnea or canvas paintings, to even the redesigned logo
which was done at the Milwaukee County House of Corrections, incarcerated and formerly
incarcerated persons were integral to the success of the evening. I could give you a detailed
account of the evening, but I thought it would be more interesting coming from someone
who witnessed the event for the first time. Austin McKenna, an intern at Project RETURN
from Marquette, attended the event and wrote this reaction.

You can now make online donations to Project RETURN. To make a donation, visit our
website at www.projectreturnmilwaukee.org

Make Your End of the Year Gift Go Farther
For 39 years Project RETURN has been making an impact on the lives of thousands of men and women returning from
incarceration and their families. This has been done through the vision of the Board of Directors, the hard work of the
staff and the gracious donation of time and talent by volunteers. Through this all, Project RETURN has been able to
maintain a clear mission: To help men and women who have experienced incarceration make a positive, permanent
return to community, family and friends.
While all of this is true, the work and mission would not exist without the support of the community. For the past four
decades the organization has witnessed the community provide the encouragement and resources to ensure that our
program continues. This support has come in many different shapes and sizes. Some have donated their time and
talents by volunteering within the organization. This year we have seen the expansion of our Circles of Support
programming largely in part due to the interest in the community to become involved as volunteers. Others have
contributed their expertise to help with workshops and other re-entry services. And many others have financially
backed the organization through monetary donations to the organization. This year we are very excited to announce
that as part of a grant that was received from the Siebert Lutheran Foundation, for every donation received from
individuals or faith communities, the foundation will match it dollar-for-dollar. This is an opportunity for you to see
your donation have an even greater impact on the community.
We at Project RETURN would like to thank the Siebert Lutheran Foundation for your past and continued support to the
ministry of Project RETURN and to our clients. We would also like to express our deep appreciation to the community
for your continued support of those returning from incarceration. We are witnesses to change every day and could not
do it without you and your belief that we are all better than the worst thing we have ever done. God bless you
throughout the rest of 2019 and beyond.

I recently attended the 39th Celebrate the Return banquet and it was phenomenal. My expectations were
exceeded despite not having any since I’ve never been to a similar event. James E Causey emceed the event
efficiently and introduced the speakers. We heard a powerful testimonial from Eugene “Geno” Nelson who
embodies what Project RETURN aims to do since after getting out of prison he was able to finish college and is
now the FSET coordinator at Project RETURN, which is truly inspiring. The three awards were given to people
who definitely deserved them. One was given to founding member Elijah O’Neal, who had unfortunately passed
away earlier this year, for all the work he put into the organization. Another was given to Sylvester Jackson who
works with EXPO and has done a lot of work with the Unlock the Vote campaign to allow the formerly
incarcerated to vote once their prison stay is over. The last award was given to Conor Williams who has done a
lot of work with a new project called Circles of Support as well as his work through Community Advocates, the
Re-Entry Council and the Transitional Jobs Collaborative. They also recognized the members of Project RETURN
including us interns which was pretty cool. The food was delicious especially the mashed potatoes and chicken.
The auction items were quite interesting since most were created by inmates of various correctional
institutions. There was also a beautiful performance of a song called “Break Every Chain” by Lilia Scroggins who
has a beautiful voice which made the song all that more powerful. However, the highlight of the night for me
was The NARRATOR, AKA Thomas Hines, who gave a powerful spoken word performance. He’s a recognized
artist and has performed at Summerfest. He was also an intern at Project RETURN at one point. When I heard
about spoken word, I had no idea what it was and thought it would be another testimonial, but I was wrong.
Never before have I been more affected by anything and that was one of the greatest moments of my life.
People were yelling out things like “WOOO” and “PREACH” which was an appropriate reaction. I was even more
impressed when I learned he did the entire thing from memory and had never written it down so it was straight
from the heart.
–Austin McKenna
It is a wonderful experience to be able to speak with the interns after the Celebrate the Return, to see the event again
for the first time. Despite this being an annual event, every year has its own theme and direction. This year’s theme
was the Journey Home. One new aspect for this year was a series of posters entitled “Walk the Journey of Re-entry”.
These posters were produced by Talbot de St. Aubin and Abby Slye. We invite you to take the “walk” over the next
couple of pages.

